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ABSTRACT
Here we propose that the rejuvenation of leukocytes with iPSC technology in vitro and transfusion of cancer cellresistant white blood cells back to human body provide a prospective therapy for cancer patients.
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1. Introduction

2. IPSC Technology

60 years ago, Chester Southam injected healthy people
and cancer patients with Hela cells, and found that
healthy human beings are resistant to cancer cells, the
ability of which was lost in cancer patients [1]. The important factors that lead to the loss of innate immunity
during cancer progression include the failure of leukocytes (white blood cells) in killing cancer cells and the
fusion of cancer cell and leukocyte, which results in the
metastasis of cancer cells [2]. In recent years, a spontaneous cancer-resistant mice line was found, whose resistance is mediated by rapid infiltration of leukocytes and
some other cells with innate immunity [3]. In these mice,
the killing of injected cancer cells was completed by the
migration of leukocytes to the cancer cells-injected site,
the identification/recognition of specific antigens on the
surface of cancer cells, as well as the release of cancer
cell-killing substances, the first two steps of which do not
exist in normal mice lines [3]. Additionally, aging leads
to the reduction of this resistance ability, while repeated
challenge with cancer cell injection can enhance the resistance during ageing periods. It is thus conceivable that
the failed or weakened resistance of innate immunity
cells, especially leukocytes, contribute to the cancer progress in patients.
To restore the innate immunity, efforts must be made
to re-activate the activity of white blood cells in patients with cancer, or to replace those “sick” leukocytes
with healthy, young leukocytes engineered in vitro, the
process of which can now be completed with the recently emerged iPSC technology.

The regenerative medicine or rejuvenation therapy requires a large number of health cells to be placed in
damaged parts of the body. However only limited sources
of adult stem cells are available, and the self-repair ability in mammals including human is very restricted. The
use of embryonic stem cells suffers from ethical difficulties, and the transplantation of heterogeneous tissues often meets immunological challenges. In the last two years,
the successes of inducible pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)
technology on human cells [4,5], including patientssourced cells [6], provide new hopes in generating immune-free stem cell lines in treating human patients.
iPSC can be acquired by transfection of somatic cell
with pluripotent factors-coding viral vectors, or the direct
delivery of DNA plasmids into cytoplasm to promote a
pluripotent fate [4,5]. Recent studies found that the transient delivery of these proteins without genome integration can also bring pluripotency [7,8]. Additionally, numerous small molecules have been identified to promote
the efficiency in generating iPSCs [9,10], including natural compounds such as Vitamin C [11]. Methods with
further improved safety and efficiency are expected in
coming years.
The iPSCs, once stabilized, can be expanded greatly
with many kinds of trophic factors and cytokines. Moreover, additional genetic engineering could be performed
to repair potential genetic defects of the patients, or to
promote the differentiation of iPSC into a defined fate. It
will be therefore possible to acquire large number of cells,
such as leukocytes, for repeated clinical use.
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3. The Hypothesis
We hypothesize that the transfusion of healthy, cancer
cell-resistant leukocytes (in future, may include other
innate immunity associated cells) generated with iPSC
technology can be used to treat cancer patients. More
importantly, genetic modified leukocytes (such as the
knockout of specific receptors [12]) could be resistant to
cancer cell fusion, therefore stopping the progression of
cancer cells in vivo.
However it should be also noted that white blood cells
family contains several types of cells such as neutrophils,
eosinophils and basophils; these cells are of diverse function within the tumor microenvironment. For example, a
recent study identified different subpopulations of neutrophils (N1-N2) that may inhibit or promote the tumor
growth [13]. Therefore it will be useful to genetically
engineer only a subpopulation of one kind of leukocytes
in reaching effective tumor control.

4. Testing the Hypothesis and Clinical
Significance
There’re few technical difficulties to generate iPSCs from
cancer patients and promote these cells into a leukocyte
cell fate. The fibroblasts from patients’ skin tissues could
be most easily harvested and induced into iPSCs with
well-built protocols, while theoretically all types of somatic cells from biopsies can be used. Some left questions are the efficiency in expanding the precursor cells
and directed differentiation from iPSCs into leukocytes.
These procedures could benefit from protocols inducing
ESCs into leukocytes [14].
It will be useful to start with the mice model, to compare the efficiency of healthy leukocyte transfusion with
other therapies in stopping cancer progression and metastasis. One question to be determined is to what extent
the defected resistance of white blood cells contributes to
the cancer cell progress in human patients. Should one
kind of cells/subpopulation of cells or cellular signaling
pathways be determined to drive tumor progression in
humans, surely the new therapy with genetically engineered iPSC-derived white blood cell transfusion would
follow.
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